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Roughly 40% of the Earth’s total heat flow is powered by radioactive decays in the crust and man-
tle. Geo-neutrinos produced by these decays provide important clues about the origin, formation and
thermal evolution of our planet, as well as the composition of its interior. Previous measurements of
geo-neutrinos have all relied on the detection of inverse beta decay reactions, which are insensitive
to the contribution from potassium and do not provide model-independent information about the
spatial distribution of geo-neutrino sources within the Earth. Here we present a method for measur-
ing previously unresolved components of Earth’s radiogenic heating using neutrino-electron elastic
scattering and low-background, direction-sensitive tracking detectors. We calculate the exposures
needed to probe various contributions to the total geo-neutrino flux, specifically those associated to
potassium, the mantle and the core. The measurements proposed here chart a course for pioneering
exploration of the veiled inner workings of the Earth.
INTRODUCTION
The Earth’s surface heat flow [1] of 47 ± 2 TW is fu-
eled in part by the radioactive decay of uranium (U),
thorium (Th), and potassium (K) in the crust and man-
tle. The antineutrinos produced by these decays, called
geo-neutrinos (geo-νes) due to their geophysical origin,
give us important clues about the composition of the
Earth’s interior and the size and sources of its internal
heating due to radioactivity, both in the current epoch
and throughout its evolution. Geo-νes produced by de-
cays from the radioactive cascades of 238U and 232Th
have previously been measured by the KamLAND [2–
4] and Borexino [5–7] experiments via the detection of
inverse beta decay on free protons, νep → e+n, where
νe, p, e
+ and n denote an electron antineutrino, proton,
positron and neutron, respectively.
While previous geo-νe measurements [3] have been
used to constrain the portion of the Earth’s surface heat
flow due to radioactivity [8] (38% ± 23%), they are in-
sensitive to the contributions from 40K and 235U, whose
geo-νe spectra fall entirely below the 1.8 MeV thresh-
old of inverse beta decay on free protons. Specifically,
the 40K geo-νe flux has never been measured, although
40K decays may have been the dominant heat source for
the primordial Earth, due to the shorter half-life of 40K
relative to 238U and 232Th. Measuring the 40K geo-νe
flux would provide a unique view to the Earth’s origin
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and formation, as well as the composition of its interior.
In order to gain sensitivity to interactions of 40K geo-
νes, a reaction with an energy threshold lower than the
1.3 MeV endpoint of the 40K beta (β−) decay spectrum
is required.
Moreover, existing measurements of geo-νes from
238U
and 232Th are non-directional and therefore do not pro-
vide model-independent information about the location
or spatial distribution of geo-νe sources in the crust and
mantle. As a consequence, resolution of crust and man-
tle contributions depends on geochemical modelling, with
the addition of associated uncertainties. Similarly, while
the Earth’s surface heat flow (47 ± 2 TW) is well mea-
sured [1], the contributions from radiogenic heating [3, 8],
secular cooling of the mantle and heat flow out of the
core [9] are relatively poorly constrained. Tightening
these constraints would provide better insight to the ther-
mal evolution of our planet.
Direction-sensitive measurements of geo-νes could ad-
ditionally help unravel a long-standing mystery sur-
rounding the source of heat needed to power the geo-
magnetic field, vital for protecting life on Earth from the
Sun’s radiation. In particular, constraints on the pres-
ence and concentration of radioactive elements in the
Earth’s core [10, 11] are critical for understanding the
geo-dynamo and the evolution of the inner core. Recent
measurements [12] at high pressure (1.5 GPa) and high
temperature (≥ 1400 ◦C) indicate that a sulfur-rich core
would partition uranium strongly and thorium slightly,
resulting in U, Th concentrations of up to 10 p.p.b. in the
core and producing 2.4 TW of heat, sufficient to power
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2the geo-dynamo, even without a contribution from 40K
decay [10]. Direction-sensitive measurements of geo-νes
could shed light on this mystery by disentangling indi-
vidual contributions from the crust, mantle and core to
the total geo-νe flux.
We propose a method for measuring the geo-νe flux
from 40K, the Earth’s mantle and the Earth’s core us-
ing neutrino-electron (ν`-e
−) elastic scattering in low-
background, direction-sensitive tracking detectors. Un-
like inverse beta decay, the elastic scattering reaction dis-
cussed here, ν`e
− → ν`e−, has no energy threshold and is
therefore sensitive to the 40K geo-νe flux. Furthermore,
elastic scattering preserves directional information, since
the direction of the outgoing electron is well correlated
with the direction of the incoming neutrino, which can
be exploited in order to reject backgrounds and disen-
tangle the various sources of geo-νes. While backgrounds
from radioactivity can be quantified, controlled and min-
imized, the dominant source of irreducible background to
ν`-e
− elastic scattering comes from elastic scattering of
other neutrinos, primarily solar νes. However, a detector
with the ability to measure the direction of incident neu-
trinos has additional rejection power against such events
since the solar-νe background points back to the Sun, un-
like much of the geo-νe signal. Using the electron angle,
energy and the position of the Sun at the time of interac-
tion, we show that a direction-sensitive detector can, in
principle, discriminate between the solar-νe background
and the geo-νe signal.
In the following, we estimate the sensitivity of a
direction-sensitive detector to the flux of geo-νes from
40K decays, the Earth’s mantle and the Earth’s core.
Detector resolution, efficiency and energy thresholds are
included in the analysis, based on the performance of
previous detectors [13, 14]. We construct detailed maps
of the directions to geophysical structures [15, 16] for
three underground sites where large-scale neutrino ob-
servatories are currently operating and where such a de-
tector could be deployed: Kamioka Observatory, Japan;
Laboratori Nazionale del Gran Sasso (LNGS), Italy; and
SNOLab, Canada. At each site, we compare the geo-νe
signal derived from these maps with the calculated back-
ground of νes from the Sun and νes from nuclear reactors
around the world. Assuming ten live-years of operation,
we find that 10-tonne-scale direction-sensitive detectors
are capable of rejecting the solar-νe background and re-
solving the predicted 40K geo-νe flux at 95% confidence
level (CL). Similarly, 200-tonne-scale direction-sensitive
detectors can identify the predicted mantle geo-νe flux
at 95% CL, while 20-ktonne-scale detectors can probe
radioactivity in the core.
RESULTS
Neutrino Flux Model
We consider the following neutrino fluxes: geo-νes [17]
from the Earth’s crust, mantle and core; solar νes from
the Sun; and reactor νes from worldwide nuclear power
reactors. Interaction rates for atmospheric and relic su-
pernova neutrinos are estimated to be negligible. A
schematic illustrating these neutrino sources and their
incident direction with respect to a terrestrial detector is
shown in Fig. 1.
FIG. 1. Schematic of signal and background neu-
trino sources. Neutrino sources considered in this paper
include geo-neutrinos (geo-νe) from the Earth’s crust, mantle
and core; solar neutrinos (solar νe) from the Sun; and reactor
antineutrinos (reactor νe) from man-made nuclear reactors.
θzenith is the angle measured from the vertical axis, where the
vertical axis is defined opposite the direction pointing to the
center of the Earth. Figure is not drawn to scale.
Geo-neutrinos
The flux of geo-νes at the surface of the Earth depends
on the quantity and distribution of heat-producing ele-
ments, specifically U, Th and K, in the Earth’s crust,
mantle and core. The angular distribution of geo-νes
is modeled by calculating the geophysical response from
eight potentially distinct geochemical reservoirs: sedi-
ments, upper, middle and lower continental crust, con-
tinental lithospheric mantle, oceanic crust, mantle and
core. Seawater is not considered here, but estimated to
contribute negligibly (< 0.05%) to the total geo-νe flux.
The geophysical response, expressed in g/cm2, maps the
3FIG. 2. Geophysical response of seven silicate geochemical reservoirs. Geophysical response (g/cm2) calculated at
Gran Sasso (Italy) and shown here for the upper continental crust (UCC), middle continental crust (MCC), lower continental
crust (LCC), continental lithospheric mantle (CLM), sediments (SED), oceanic crust (OCR) and mantle (LID+MAN). The
mantle is separated into a spherical shell (MAN) and a small volume (LID) sitting atop that breaks the spherical symmetry at
a given location. The continental lithospheric mantle marks the transition between continental crust and mantle, about 80 km
on average beneath the surface of the Earth. Values for SED (MAN) have been scaled up (down) by a factor of 10 (50) for
the purposes of this figure. The azimuthal angle φ is measured counterclockwise from due North, while θnadir is measured with
respect to the direction pointing to the center of the Earth.
spatial distribution and density variations of a given
reservoir and is shown in Fig. 2 for each of the seven
silicate (non-core) Earth reservoirs. The geo-νe flux is
then calculated from the geophysical response maps by
assuming a specified abundance of U, Th and K in each
reservoir (see Methods for details).
Table I lists the predicted fluxes of geo-νes from U,
Th and K decay in the Earth’s crust, mantle and core,
together with their respective uncertainties, at the three
underground sites. We consider two sub-crustal Earth
models, one with no radioactivity in the core and an-
other with 10 p.p.b. U, Th in the core, each of which cor-
responds to a total radiogenic heat of 18 ± 11 TW. The
predicted incident angular distribution of geo-νes from
the Earth’s crust and mantle at Gran Sasso is shown in
Fig. 3a and 3b, respectively.
Solar neutrinos
Solar-νe flux predictions, presented in Table II, are
taken from a recent global analysis [18] of solar and ter-
restrial neutrino data in the framework of three-neutrino
mixing. The model predictions are all either in good
agreement with recent measurements [19–21] or reason-
ably well constrained [19, 22]. Figure 3c shows the pre-
dicted incident angular distribution of solar νes at Gran
Sasso.
Reactor antineutrinos
The intensity of νes from nuclear power reactors is cal-
culated at each underground site using positions and av-
erage powers of operating cores [23] from 2014 (or 2010),
assuming a spherical Earth. Table III lists the flux of re-
actor νes at each underground site, along with the total
estimated uncertainty due to several potential sources of
error (see Methods for details). Figure 3d shows the pre-
dicted incident angular distribution at Gran Sasso of νes
from worldwide nuclear power reactors.
Note that the fluxes presented in Tables I, II and III
do not include the effect of neutrino oscillation, which
4Site Reservoir
Φ(238U) Φ(235U) Φ(232Th) Φ(40K)
(106 cm−2 s−1) (106 cm−2 s−1) (106 cm−2 s−1) (106 cm−2 s−1)
Crust 2.50 ± 0.65 0.08 ± 0.02 2.34 ± 0.35 10.0 ± 1.5
Kamioka Mantle 1.01 (0.71) ± 0.83 0.03 (0.02) ± 0.03 0.70 (0.63) ± 0.64 5.08 (3.56) ± 4.21
(Japan) Core 0.000 (0.300) 0.000 (0.009) 0.000 (0.066) —
Total 3.51 ± 1.05 0.11 ± 0.03 3.04 ± 0.73 15.1 (13.6) ± 4.5
Crust 3.18 ± 0.79 0.10 ± 0.02 3.00 ± 0.43 12.7 ± 1.8
Gran Sasso Mantle 1.00 (0.70) ± 0.82 0.03 (0.02) ± 0.03 0.70 (0.63) ± 0.63 5.05 (3.54) ± 4.18
(Italy) Core 0.000 (0.301) 0.000 (0.009) 0.000 (0.066) —
Total 4.19 ± 1.14 0.13 ± 0.04 3.70 ± 0.77 17.8 (16.3) ± 4.6
Crust 3.51 ± 0.91 0.11 ± 0.03 3.32 ± 0.48 14.4 ± 2.1
SNOLab Mantle 1.01 (0.71) ± 0.82 0.03 (0.02) ± 0.03 0.70 (0.63) ± 0.64 5.06 (3.54) ± 4.19
(Canada) Core 0.000 (0.301) 0.000 (0.009) 0.000 (0.066) —
Total 4.52 ± 1.23 0.14 ± 0.04 4.02 ± 0.79 19.5 (18.0) ± 4.7
TABLE I. Predicted flux of geo-neutrinos at three underground sites. Geo-neutrino flux (Φ) at Kamioka (Japan),
Gran Sasso (Italy) and SNOLab (Canada) associated to uranium (U), thorium (Th) and potassium (K) decays in the crust,
mantle and core, assuming a sub-crustal Earth model with a homogeneous mantle and 0 (10) p.p.b. U, Th in the core. Values
given here do not include the effect of neutrino oscillation. Uncertainties are calculated by propagating the uncertainties on
the elemental abundances from Table VII.
Source
Predicted Φ Measured Φ Energy
(cm−2 s−1) (cm−2 s−1) (MeV)
pp 5.97+0.04−0.03×1010 6.6 +0.7−0.7 ×1010 < 0.4
7Be 4.80+0.24−0.22×109 4.75+0.26−0.22 ×109 0.3, 0.8
13N 5.0 +8.6−3.0 ×108 < 7.7 ×108 < 2
15O 1.3 +1.3−0.9 ×108 < 7.7 ×108 < 2
17F 5.52+79.48−5.52×106 – < 2
8B 5.16+0.13−0.09×106 5.02+0.17−0.19 ×106 < 12
hep 1.9 +1.2−0.9 ×104 – < 18
pep 1.45+0.01−0.01×108 1.6 +0.3−0.3 ×108 1.4
Total 6.53+0.10−0.05×1010 –
TABLE II. Predicted and measured flux of solar neu-
trinos. Solar neutrino flux (Φ) due to various nuclear fusion
reactions, taken from the solar flux model of Bergstrom et
al. [18] and measurements by the Borexino collaboration [19–
21]. Values do not include the effect of neutrino oscilla-
tion. The measured proton-proton (pp), 7Be, proton-electron-
proton (pep) and 8B contributions are all in good agreement
with model predictions. The CNO flux is constrained [19] to
< 7.7×108 cm−2 s−1 at 95% CL, also in agreement with the
solar neutrino flux model. The remaining fluxes have not yet
been directly observed, but the predictions are reasonably well
constrained and have uncertainties at the level of 45% (CNO)
and 77% (hep) [22].
reduces the number of neutrinos by a factor [20] of (1−0.5
sin2 2θ12) = 0.55, on average, in the energy region of
interest [24].
Site
Φ
(106 cm−2 s−1)
Kamioka (2010) 3.40± 0.20
Kamioka 0.16± 0.01
Gran Sasso 0.49± 0.03
SNOLab 1.16± 0.07
TABLE III. Predicted flux of reactor antineutrinos at
three underground sites. Antineutrino flux (Φ) from
worldwide nuclear reactors, calculated at Kamioka (Japan),
Gran Sasso (Italy) and SNOLab (Canada) by averaging
reactor powers reported in a reference worldwide reactor
model [23] over 12 calendar months from 2014 (or 2010, where
noted). The 2014 (2010) case at the Kamioka site corre-
sponds to a scenario in which all Japanese nuclear reactors
have ceased (resumed) operation. Values given here do not
include the effect of neutrino oscillation. A total uncertainty
of 6% is estimated for all sites to account for uncertainties on
the energy spectrum, reported reactor powers and oscillation
parameters (see Methods).
Direction-Sensitive Detectors
Gas-filled time projection chambers (TPCs) fulfil the
detection requirements posed by the geo-νe measure-
ments discussed here. Several groups [13, 25, 26] have
developed TPCs to study physics requiring low back-
grounds, a number of which [13, 14, 26, 27] are capable
of reconstructing the direction of low-energy recoils well
below the 1.3 MeV maximum energy of the 40K geo-νe
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FIG. 3. Angular distribution of incident neutrinos at Gran Sasso. Angular distributions calculated at Gran Sasso
(Italy) and shown here for incident neutrinos from: (a) the Earth’s crust; (b) the Earth’s mantle; (c) the Sun; and (d)
worldwide nuclear power reactors. The azimuthal angle φ is measured clockwise from due North, while the zenith angle θzenith
is measured with respect to the vertical axis, defined opposite the direction pointing to the center of the Earth. (a, b) Crust and
mantle geo-neutrino distributions are derived using CRUST 1.0 [15] and PREM [16], supplemented with detailed topological
information for cos θzenith < 0. (c) The solar neutrino distribution is integrated over one calendar year at a latitude of 42.45
◦.
(d) The directions to nuclear power reactors [23] are shown here in red, superimposed on the crust geo-neutrino map for
visualization. The cluster at φ = 120◦, 0.5 < cos θzenith < 0.6 is due to nuclear power reactors in the eastern half of the United
States, while the cluster at 100◦ < φ < 180◦, 0.05 < cos θzenith < 0.15, and continuing to −180◦ < φ < −100◦, is due to nuclear
power reactors in Western Europe, particularly France. Nuclear power reactors in South America, South Africa, Japan and
India are also visible here. All plots are normalized to unit volume.
spectrum [28]. The mechanism underlying these detec-
tors is illustrated in Fig. 4.
In the following analysis, we assume detector resolu-
tion, efficiency [29], and energy thresholds based on the
performance of previous detectors [13, 14]. In a search
for anomalous neutrino magnetic moment using νe-e
−
elastic scattering, the MUNU collaboration [13] demon-
strated electron energy and direction reconstruction per-
formance in precisely the energy range relevant for the
geo-νe measurements proposed here. The detector was
a 1 m3 TPC, filled with CF4 gas at 1 bar, instrumented
with wire and strip readout at a pitch of 4.95 mm. The
electron energy (T ) resolution [13] was determined to be
10% at 200 keV and 6.8% at 478 keV, scaling as T 0.57.
The measured electron angular resolution [13, 30] varied
from 15◦ at 200 keV, to 12◦ at 400 keV, to 10◦ at 600 keV.
A best fit to these data points yields an energy depen-
dence proportional to T−0.361:
σθ [
◦] = 102T−0.361, (1)
with electron energy, T , in keV.
In addition to requirements on detector response and
resolution, the geo-νe measurements proposed here re-
quire detectors with large target masses and ultra-
low background rates. High-pressure time projection
chambers, operating at pressures up to 10–15 bar, of-
fer a promising solution. HPTPCs filled with gaseous
xenon (Xe) are currently being used in searches for
neutrino-less double beta decay [31, 32] and have success-
fully demonstrated excellent energy resolution and back-
ground rates of < 4×10−4 counts/keV/kg/year. Next-
generation gaseous-Xe HPTPC experiments, such as
PandaX-III [33], will feature target masses at the tonne
scale.
6(a)
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FIG. 4. Schematic of the detection principle in a direction-sensitive detector. A detector vessel is filled with CF4
(or other) gas at low or high pressure. A uniform electric field is created by applying a potential difference across cathode
(blue) and ground (yellow) planes that are electrically joined via step-down field cage rings (gray) at the outer extremity of the
fiducial volume. (a) A target electron (orange) in the gas-filled volume recoils when struck by an incoming neutrino (magenta),
depositing a substantial fraction of its kinetic energy as ionization (green) along its path. (b) The electric field then drifts this
primary ionization to an amplification region, consisting of closely-spaced ground and anode (red) planes with a strong electric
field between them. (c) There, the ionization electrons undergo proportional multiplication, emitting electroluminescence
or scintillation light (violet) and producing an image of the two-dimensional projection of the electron recoil track onto the
amplification plane. If the amplification plane is read out with sufficient granularity and the diffusion in the drift volume is
sufficiently small, the axial angle of the recoil track can be reconstructed, while the vector direction can be determined from the
variation of the ionization density along the track. The track extent in the drift coordinate can additionally be reconstructed
using fast read out of the charge time distribution of the avalanche signal.
For the geo-νe sensitivity studies presented here, we
assume that the techniques employed by experiments
searching for dark matter [26, 34, 35] or neutrino-less
double beta decay [31–33] can be used to mitigate back-
grounds arising from the radioactivity of detector com-
ponents, cosmogenic activation of the target gas and any
external neutron, photon and muon backgrounds. We
consider the impact of these backgrounds on the esti-
mated sensitivity in the Discussion section.
Event Rates
We calculate the ν`-e
− elastic scattering cross section
for both ν` and ν` following a standard example from the
literature [36, 37] (see Methods). Using the differential
cross section from equation (5), combined with the geo-
νe, solar-νe and reactor-νe flux values from Tables I, II
and III, respectively, we calculate the predicted number
of events per tonne-year exposure as a function of recoil
electron kinetic energy, assuming a CF4 target. Our cal-
culation includes the effect of oscillation, νe → νµ, ντ and
subsequent νµ-e
− or ντ -e− elastic scattering.
The predicted event rates, including the effect of oscil-
lation, are shown in Fig. 5 and listed in Tables IV and V.
The geo-ν` signal to solar-ν` background ratio is max-
imum for an electron energy threshold of 200 keV. In
the following section, energy thresholds of 200, 250 and
800 keV are chosen to maximize the signal-to-background
ratio and sensitivity of each study.
FIG. 5. Predicted event rate over threshold per
tonne-year exposure. Event rates over threshold are shown
here versus electron energy threshold (keV) for solar neutrino
(blue), geo-neutrino (red) and reactor antineutrino (orange)
events, assuming a CF4 target and 45% probability of oscil-
lation into νµ or ντ . Geo-neutrino and reactor antineutrino
rates are calculated using the normalizations at Gran Sasso
from Tables I and III, respectively. Error bands shown here
correspond to uncertainties given in Tables IV and V. Event
rates are approximately 0.4% higher for a SF6 target, or 13.8%
lower for a Xe target.
7Source Total > 200 keV > 250 keV > 800 keV
238U 61.26± 16.68 35.60± 9.69 31.73± 8.64 7.44± 2.02
235U 1.36± 0.37 0.68± 0.19 0.59± 0.16 0.05± 0.01
232Th 44.19± 9.17 24.18± 5.02 21.55± 4.47 4.65± 0.96
40K 272.17± 69.90 126.66± 32.53 105.97± 27.21 4.69± 1.21
geo-ν` total 378.98± 72.44 187.12± 34.31 159.83± 28.90 16.83± 2.55
reactor ν` 17.69± 1.06 13.35± 0.80 12.50± 0.75 6.42± 0.38
TABLE IV. Predicted number of geo-neutrino and reactor antineutrino events. Event rates (per ktonne-year
exposure) are calculated at Gran Sasso (Italy) and given here for three electron recoil energy thresholds, assuming a CF4 target
and 45% probability of oscillation into νµ or ντ . Rates (uncertainties) are calculated assuming the predicted flux normalizations
(uncertainties) from Tables I and III, respectively. Event rates are approximately 0.4% higher for a SF6 target, or 13.8% lower
for a Xe target.
Source Total > 200 keV > 250 keV > 800 keV
pp 433.97+2.69−2.40 16.09
+0.10
−0.09 0.50
+0.00
−0.00 0.00
+0.00
−0.00
7Be (1) 156.78+7.84−7.19 105.88
+5.29
−4.85 93.59
+4.68
−4.29 0.00
+0.00
−0.00
7Be (2) 3.57+0.18−0.16 0.43
+0.02
−0.02 0.00
+0.00
−0.00 0.00
+0.00
−0.00
13N 13.88+23.88−8.33 8.47
+14.57
−5.08 7.30
+12.56
−4.38 0.24
+0.41
−0.14
15O 5.64+5.64−3.90 4.16
+4.16
−2.88 3.79
+3.79
−2.62 0.95
+0.95
−0.66
17F 0.23+3.36−0.23 0.17
+2.48
−0.17 0.16
+2.29
−0.16 0.04
+0.56
−0.04
8B 1.80+0.05−0.03 1.75
+0.04
−0.03 1.73
+0.04
−0.03 1.58
+0.04
−0.03
hep 0.01+0.01−0.00 0.01
+0.01
−0.00 0.01
+0.01
−0.00 0.01
+0.01
−0.00
pep 9.39+0.08−0.08 7.73
+0.07
−0.07 7.33
+0.07
−0.07 3.09
+0.03
−0.03
solar ν` total 625.28
+26.12
−11.92 144.70
+16.24
−7.60 114.40
+14.12
−6.67 5.90
+1.18
−0.68
TABLE V. Predicted number of solar neutrino events. Event rates (per tonne-year exposure) are given here for three
electron recoil energy thresholds, assuming a CF4 target and 45% probability of oscillation into νµ or ντ . Rates (uncertainties)
are calculated assuming the predicted flux normalizations (uncertainties) from Table II. Event rates are approximately 0.4%
higher for a SF6 target, or 13.8% lower for a Xe target.
Geo-neutrino Sensitivity Analysis
We estimate the sensitivity of multi-tonne-scale
direction-sensitive detectors to three sources of geo-νes:
40K decays, the Earth’s mantle and the Earth’s core.
Our methodology is described in the Methods section.
Briefly, we simulate many pseudo-experiments and use a
profile likelihood statistic to assess the exposure required
to either set an upper limit for background-only pseudo-
experiments, or exclude the null hypothesis for signal +
background pseudo-experiments at 95%, or 90%, CL.
For all studies, a flat ±7% systematic uncertainty is
applied on the pseudo-data, intended to cover measure-
ment uncertainties on the global acceptance, track recon-
struction efficiency, cross section, number of targets in
the fiducial volume, energy resolution and angular res-
olution, in addition to uncertainties on oscillation pa-
rameters. This value is consistent with the systematic
uncertainty reported by the MUNU collaboration [30].
A +1.5%−0.8% systematic uncertainty on the normalization of
the total solar-νe flux is also applied (Table II). This re-
sults in a +11.2%− 5.3%,
+12.3%
− 5.8%, or
+20.0%
−11.5% change in the solar-ν`
event rate for an energy threshold of 200, 250 or 800 keV,
respectively (Table V). Similarly, a ±6% uncertainty on
the reactor-νe flux and corresponding event rate is also
applied to cover uncertainties on the energy spectrum,
reactor powers and oscillation parameters (Methods, Ta-
bles III and IV). The remaining systematic uncertainty
on the geo-νe background varies according to each study
and is discussed in the respective sections below. Energy
thresholds have been chosen to optimize the sensitivity
of each analysis (i.e. minimize the required exposure), as-
suming the angular resolution parameterization given in
equation (1).
40K geo-neutrino flux
We first estimate the sensitivity of a direction-sensitive
detector to a non-zero 40K geo-νe flux. For electron recoil
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FIG. 6. Zenith angle distribution of electron recoils induced by neutrinos. Zenith angle distributions of electron
recoils induced by signal geo-neutrinos from: (a) potassium (40K) decays; (b) the mantle, assuming no radioactivity in the core;
and (c) the core, assuming 10 p.p.b. uranium and thorium in the core. Signal-induced recoils (red solid) are shown together
with recoils induced by background geo-neutrinos (green hatched), solar neutrinos (blue striped) and reactor antineutrinos
(orange weave). Pseudo-experimental data (black squares) are also shown, with their statistical errors. Recoil distributions are
calculated at Gran Sasso (Italy) and normalized to an exposure of (a) 140 tonne-years, (b) 2.6 ktonne-years or (c) 200 ktonne-
years, including the effect of neutrino oscillation, with an applied electron energy threshold of T > (a) 200 keV, (b) 250 keV
or (c) 800 keV. Reconstructed angles have been smeared with a Gaussian distribution according to the angular resolution
parameterization given in equation (1). The zenith angle (θzenith) is measured with respect to the vertical axis, defined opposite
the direction pointing to the center of the Earth. A cut requiring a minimum angular separation from the Sun (θsun) has been
applied in order to reject the dominant background from solar neutrino events: cos θsun < (a) -0.09, (b) 0.02 or (c) 0.54.
energies below the 1.3 MeV endpoint energy of 40K β−
decay, the detector proposed here would be unable to
distinguish, on an event-by-event basis, the radioactive
isotope from which an observed geo-ν`-induced event was
produced [38]. A measurement of the 40K geo-νe flux
therefore benefits from prior experimental knowledge of
the contributions from U and Th decays.
We use the most recently published measurements at
Kamioka [4] and Gran Sasso [7] to constrain our model
prediction and estimate the background from U and Th
geo-νes (Table I). The uncertainties on the predicted geo-
νe flux result in a ±20%, ±18% and ±18% change in
the predicted geo-ν` background event rate at Kamioka,
Gran Sasso and SNOLab, respectively, for an energy
threshold of 200 keV (Table IV). Although the uncer-
tainties on these geo-νe flux measurements may decrease
between now and the completed construction of a multi-
tonne-scale detector, we have instead opted for a conser-
vative scenario using current measurement uncertainties.
To reject the background from solar-ν` events, a cut on
the angular separation from the Sun at the time of inter-
action, θsun, is applied by fitting the measured spectrum
(following scattering and angular smearing) for all recoil
electrons with energy T > 200 keV with the functional
form given in equation (9) (see Methods for details). The
cut on electron energy has been optimized for this study
to enhance the signal-to-background ratio (Fig. 5). Us-
ing the results of the fit, cos θsun is required to lie out-
side of the range µ± 4σ, or cos θsun < -0.09. Placement
of the cut at 4σ has been optimized for this particular
study and energy threshold. For an energy threshold of
200 keV and assuming the angular resolution parameter-
ization given in equation (1), this cut accepts, on aver-
age, 44% of geo-ν` and reactor-ν` events (both signal and
background) and 0.009% of solar-ν` events. The accep-
tance was studied as a function of electron recoil energy,
over the kinematic range T < 2.0 MeV, and seen to vary
by at most 1.3% for geo-ν` events and reactor-ν` events,
safely within the allotted ±7% measurement uncertainty.
For this study, we assume an Earth model with no ra-
dioactivity in the core. An example pseudo-experiment
at Gran Sasso is shown in Fig. 6a. The results of
the sensitivity analysis are presented in Table VI and
shown in Fig. 7a, b. The background-only measurement
is statistics-limited for exposures < 200 tonne-years,
while the signal + background measurement is statistics-
limited for exposures . 500 tonne-years.
Mantle geo-neutrino flux
We next estimate the sensitivity of a direction-sensitive
detector to the flux of geo-νes coming from the Earth’s
mantle by treating all other sources, including geo-νes
9from the Earth’s crust, as background. From an opti-
mization study, an energy threshold of 250 keV is chosen
to enhance the signal-to-background ratio (Fig. 5), but
also remove lower energy tracks that scatter significantly
and do not point along the incident neutrino direction.
Similar to the previous study, a cut on cos θsun is ap-
plied in order to remove the solar-ν` background. For
this study and energy threshold, cos θsun is required to
lie outside of the range µ ± 4σ, or cos θsun < 0.02. As-
suming the angular resolution parameterization given in
equation (1), this cut accepts, on average, 49% of crust
and mantle geo-ν` events, 49% of reactor ν` events and
0.008% of solar-ν` events. Uncertainties on the predicted
geo-νe flux are also applied (Table I), resulting in a ±11%
change in the predicted background geo-ν` event rate at
all sites (Table IV).
For this study, we assume an Earth model with no ra-
dioactivity in the core. An example pseudo-experiment
at Gran Sasso is shown in Fig. 6b. The results of
the sensitivity analysis are presented in Table VI and
shown in Fig. 7c, d. The background-only measurement is
statistics-limited for exposures < 1500 tonne-years. The
signal + background measurement is statistics-limited for
exposures . 3000 tonne-years.
Core geo-neutrino flux
Finally, we estimate the sensitivity of a direction-
sensitive detector to the flux of geo-νes coming from the
Earth’s core, assuming an abundance of 10 p.p.b. U and
Th, but no K. All other sources, including geo-νes from
the Earth’s crust and mantle, are treated as background.
Based on optimization results, a higher energy thresh-
old of 800 keV is used for this study in order to select a
sample of electron recoils with good pointing resolution
to the Earth’s core, after the effects of scattering and
angular smearing have been applied.
Similar to before, a cut on cos θsun is applied in order
to reject the solar-ν` background. For this study and en-
ergy threshold, cos θsun is required to lie outside of the
range µ ± 4.5σ, or cos θsun < 0.54. Assuming the an-
gular resolution parameterization given in equation (1),
this cut accepts, on average, 78% of core geo-ν` events,
75% of crust geo-ν` events, 77% of mantle geo-ν` events,
74% of reactor ν` events and 0.03% of solar-ν` events.
A ±7% systematic uncertainty is applied to the geo-ν`
background, assuming that the geo-νe flux from
40K de-
cays and the mantle have previously been measured, as
described above.
An example pseudo-experiment at Gran Sasso is shown
in Fig. 6c. The results of the sensitivity analysis are
presented in Table VI and shown in Fig. 7e, f. The
background-only measurement is statistics-limited for ex-
posures < 90 ktonne-years. The signal + background
measurement is statistics-limited for exposures . 180
ktonne-years.
DISCUSSION
This paper introduces a method for measuring pre-
viously unresolved sources of radiogenic heating within
the Earth associated to the geo-νe flux from
40K, the
mantle and the core. The technique exploits the direc-
tional information of ν`-e
− elastic scattering in order to
positively identify rare signal interactions over signifi-
cant backgrounds commonly thought of as irreducible.
Gas-filled time projection chambers fulfil the detection
requirement of tracking the direction of low-energy re-
coil electrons. The analysis presented here incorporates
original, detailed mapping of geophysical structure, real-
istic assessments of neutrino background and the effects
of detector response, in order to estimate the exposures
needed to probe the geo-νe flux from
40K, the mantle and
the core. In each case, direction reconstruction, with
modest angular resolution previously demonstrated by
past experiments, mitigates the dominant background to
the geo-νe signal coming from solar νes.
Assuming ten live-years of operation and nuclear re-
actor positions and powers from 2014, we find that 10-
tonne-scale direction-sensitive detectors have sensitiv-
ity to the predicted 40K geo-νe flux at 95% confidence
level (CL) at the three underground laboratories studied
here: Kamioka (Japan), Gran Sasso (Italy) and SNOLab
(Canada). With an exposure of 105–122 (72–85) tonne-
years, a direction-sensitive detector with a CF4 target
and angular resolution parameterized by equation (1) can
set a 95% (90%) CL upper limit on the predicted 40K geo-
νe flux of 15.1–19.5×106 cm−2 s−1 under the assumption
that there is no signal. An exposure of 132–157 (93–107)
tonne-years is needed to exclude the null hypothesis and
set a non-zero 95% (90%) CL lower limit 95% (90%) of
the time. For this study, the calculated exposures de-
pend strongly on the angular resolution of the detector
since it plays an important role in discriminating signal
(geo-ν`) vs. background (solar-ν`) events, particularly for
low-energy events that scatter considerably with respect
to the incident neutrino direction. Enhancing the angu-
lar resolution of the detector by a factor of 2 results in a
significant reduction in the required exposures: 39–41%
reduction for the signal + background case and 36–37%
reduction in the background-only case. In contrast, re-
moving all systematic uncertainties reduces the required
exposure only marginally, by 4.8–5.8% for the signal +
background result and by 2.1–2.9% for the background-
only result.
Under the same set of assumptions, we find that a
200-tonne-scale direction-sensitive detector has sensitiv-
ity to the predicted geo-νe flux from the Earth’s mantle at
95% CL, assuming no radioactivity in the core. With an
exposure of 635–826 (437–564) tonne-years, a direction-
sensitive detector can set a 95% (90%) CL upper limit
on the predicted mantle geo-νe flux of 6.8×106 cm−2 s−1
assuming that there is no signal, or set a non-zero 95%
(90%) CL lower limit 95% (90%) of the time with an
exposure of 1980–2680 (1050–1560) tonne-years. For
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FIG. 7. Mean geo-neutrino flux sensitivity at Gran Sasso. Flux sensitivity is calculated at Gran Sasso (Italy) and
shown here versus exposure for the geo-neutrino flux from: (a, b) potassium (40K) decays; (c, d) the mantle, assuming no
radioactivity in the core; and (e, f) the core, assuming 10 p.p.b. uranium and thorium in the core. Error bars denote s.e.m.
Each curve has been fit with a line plus exponential. (a, c, e) show the mean 95% (90%) confidence level (CL) upper limits
for background-only pseudo-experiments; the star-shaped markers represent the exposures needed to achieve an upper limit
equal to the predicted signal flux. (b, d, f) show the mean 95% (90%) confidence interval for signal + background pseudo-
experiments; the star-shaped markers represent the exposures at which 95% (90%) of pseudo-experiments have a non-zero lower
limit. A CF4 target and angular resolution given by equation (1) have been assumed, with an applied electron energy threshold
of T > (a, b) 200 keV, (c, d) 250 keV, or (e, f) 800 keV.
this particular study, a detector at Kamioka requires the
smallest exposure of the sites considered, due to Kamioka
having the largest predicted ratio of mantle geo-νes (sig-
nal) to crust geo-νes (background). The higher predicted
ratio of mantle-to-crust flux at Kamioka is a consequence
of combining the assumption of a homogeneous mantle
underneath all sites with the lower total geo-νe flux mea-
sured by KamLAND, relative to Borexino. As before,
the results depend strongly on the assumed angular reso-
lution since it is a crucial ingredient in the discrimination
between signal geo-νes from the mantle and background
geo-νes from the crust. Enhancing the angular resolution
of the detector by a factor of 2 results in a 34–36% reduc-
tion in the required exposure for the signal + background
case, or a 32% reduction for that of the background-only
case. Systematic uncertainties play a larger role here
than in the previous study, particularly in the signal +
background case. Removing all considered uncertainties
reduces the required exposure by 26–28% in the signal +
background case and by 6.7–8.1% in the background-only
case.
Finally, we find that 20-ktonne-scale direction-sensitive
detectors have sensitivity to the predicted geo-νe flux
from the Earth’s core at 95% CL, assuming a concentra-
tion of 10 p.p.b. of U and Th in the core. Although this
target mass is perhaps beyond the feasibility of current
gaseous detectors, the results are included here for com-
pleteness. A direction-sensitive detector can set a 95%
(90%) CL upper limit on the predicted core geo-νe flux
of 0.38×106 cm−2 s−1 with an exposure of 64–74 (47–53)
ktonne-years, assuming that there is no signal. To set
a non-zero 95% (90%) CL lower limit 95% (90%) of the
time, an exposure of 202–223 (131–136) ktonne-years is
needed. Angular resolution plays a less critical role for
this study since the higher energy threshold of 800 keV
ensures smaller angular scattering of the electron recoil
with respect to the incident neutrino. Improving the an-
gular resolution by a factor of 2 reduces the exposures
required by 18–23% for the signal + background case
and by 15–16% for the background-only case. Removing
all systematic uncertainties reduces the required expo-
sure by 4.1–4.7% for the signal + background case and
by 2.9–4.4% for the background-only case.
In the baseline configuration described above, nuclear
reactor positions and powers from 2014 have been as-
sumed, reflecting a scenario in which all Japanese reac-
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Φ Site (configuration)
Case (i) Case (ii)
background only signal + background
(tonne-yr) (tonne-yr) (106 cm−2 s−1)
40K
Kamioka 122 ( 85) 157 (107) 2.84 (3.28)
Kamioka (2010 ) 200 (130) 279 (190) 3.31 (3.67)
Gran Sasso 109 ( 75) 140 ( 99) 3.51 (4.01)
Gran Sasso (high res.) 70 ( 48) 85 ( 58) 3.38 (3.88)
Gran Sasso (no syst.) 106 ( 74) 132 ( 94) 3.63 (4.07)
Gran Sasso (w/bkgnd) 125 ( 86) 161 (113) 3.51 (4.12)
SNOLab 105 ( 72) 132 ( 93) 3.62 (4.18)
Kamioka 635 (437) 1,980 (1,050) 2.57 (2.51)
Kamioka (2010 ) 829 (567) 2,630 (1,490) 2.79 (2.80)
Mantle (no Gran Sasso 767 (523) 2,560 (1,420) 2.74 (2.73)
radioactivity Gran Sasso (high res.) 525 (356) 1,630 ( 933) 2.71 (2.68)
in core) Gran Sasso (no syst.) 705 (488) 1,850 (1,050) 2.50 (2.51)
Gran Sasso (w/bkgnd) 915 (608) 3,010 (1,680) 2.76 (2.77)
SNOLab 826 (564) 2,680 (1,560) 2.79 (2.83)
Kamioka 73,600 (53,300) 215,000 (136,000) 0.176 (0.185)
Core Kamioka (2010 ) 87,300 (59,000) 343,000 (200,000) 0.170 (0.176)
(10 p.p.b. Gran Sasso 64,900 (47,600) 202,000 (131,000) 0.173 (0.183)
U, Th Gran Sasso (high res.) 54,400 (40,300) 165,000 (102,000) 0.172 (0.180)
in core) Gran Sasso (no syst.) 62,000 (46,200) 192,000 (126,000) 0.180 (0.188)
SNOLab 64,000 (46,600) 223,000 (131,000) 0.171 (0.175)
TABLE VI. Mean geo-neutrino flux sensitivity at three underground sites. Mean sensitivity to the geo-neutrino flux
(Φ) from potassium (40K) decays, the mantle and the core, calculated at Kamioka (Japan), Gran Sasso (Italy) and SNOLab
(Canada), assuming a CF4 target and angular resolution given by equation (1). Case (i): exposure needed to achieve a
mean 95% (90%) confidence level upper limit equal to the predicted flux, for background-only pseudo-experiments. Case (ii):
exposure and mean lower limit at which 95% (90%) of signal + background pseudo-experiments have a non-zero 95% (90%)
confidence level lower limit. An electron energy threshold of 200 keV (40K), 250 keV (mantle) or 800 keV (core) has been applied.
Systematic uncertainties for each study are discussed in the main text. Four variations of the baseline configuration are also
presented here: (2010 ) uses reactor positions and powers from 2010, rather than 2014; (high res.) denotes improved angular
resolution, equal to half that given by equation (1); (no syst.) denotes no systematic uncertainties; and (w/bkgnd) denotes
inclusion of isotropic backgrounds, normalized to 20%± 2% (62%± 6%) of the 40K (mantle) geo-neutrino signal.
tors remain shut down throughout operation and data-
taking. The impact of this assumption on the results of
these studies is estimated by instead using reactor po-
sitions and powers from 2010, reflecting an alternative
scenario in which all Japanese reactors have resumed op-
eration at the start of data-taking. The impact of this
2010 scenario is largest at the Kamioka site due to the
proximity of Japanese reactors and is presented in Ta-
ble VI. For the signal + background case, the calculated
exposures increase by 77–83%, 33–42%, and 47–59% for
the 40K, mantle, and core geo-νe studies, respectively.
For the background-only case, the required exposures
increase by 52–64%, 30–31% and 11–19%, respectively.
These results could likely be improved by imposing addi-
tional cuts on energy (since the reactor energy spectrum
is harder than that of geo-νes) or on the angular separa-
tion to the nearest reactor(s).
The exposures quoted above assume perfect rejection
of non-neutrino backgrounds, namely those due to ra-
dioactive contamination of the detector or shield mate-
rials, intrinsic radioactivity or cosmogenic activation of
the gas target, or other backgrounds coming from the
cavern walls. To assess the impact of these non-neutrino
backgrounds, we include an isotropic background at the
level of 20% ± 2% (62% ± 6%) of the 40K (mantle) geo-
νe signal. This background level corresponds to a factor
of ∼600 lower than that achieved by the NEXT-100 ex-
periment [31], after scaling to the energy region of inter-
est (200 keV to 1 MeV) using the shape of the electronic
recoil spectrum measured by the XENON100 collabora-
tion [35] and removing the contribution from photomul-
tiplier tubes (PMTs), which account for approximately
25% of the background rate [31]. The presence of this
background increases the required exposures by approx-
imately 15% (16–19%) for the 40K (mantle) geo-νe case.
While challenging, an improvement in background lev-
els at the scale assumed here is plausible, given extrapo-
lations from current experiments searching for dark mat-
ter and neutrino-less double beta decay. Relative to the
background rate projected by the NEXT-100 experiment,
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a substantial portion of this improvement would be at-
tributed to the scale-up in fiducial volume, which reduces
the relative background contribution coming from the
vessel walls (due to the increase in the ratio of fiducial
volume to surface area) and further suppresses the prob-
ability of single-scatter events in the fiducial volume. A
scale-up of a similar size has been proposed by the LUX-
ZEPLIN (LZ) experiment [34], relative to its predeces-
sor [39], with a projected improvement in the electronic
recoil background rate of a factor of ∼1000. Additional
background reduction can be achieved by using lower-
background material for the detector vessel, such as the
high-purity copper used to construct the pressure vessel
for the TREX-DM experiment [40], a high-pressure TPC
searching for low-mass dark matter. The radioactive con-
tamination of the TREX-DM copper pressure vessel due
to 238U, 232Th, and 40K is a factor of 8, 3 and 9 lower,
respectively, than that of the LZ titanium cryostat ves-
sel [34]. The background rate can be reduced further
by surrounding the detector vessel with an active liquid
scintillator veto layer to act as an anti-Compton detec-
tor, or optimizing the energy region of interest taking
into account the complete background model.
Assuming a CF4 (Xe) target and an operating pressure
of 10 bar, a 15-tonne detector would have a fiducial vol-
ume of 403 (260) m3, or approximately 7.4 (6.4) m on one
side. Such a detector would be capable of making the first
measurement of the 40K geo-νe flux at 95% CL with ten
live-years of data. Our results show that the most impor-
tant experimental parameter to optimize is the angular
resolution. The choice of target gas and operating pres-
sure is therefore a trade-off between density and angular
resolution, since higher density gives a greater event rate
per unit volume, while also increasing the probability of
multiple scattering along the track. To limit the effect of
multiple scattering (diffusion) in the drift region of the
TPC, the detector should be segmented into many TPC
units, each with a drift length of ∼1 m, housed within
a single pressure vessel. This segmentation would also
serve to suppress backgrounds coming from the vessel
walls, via identification of coincident scattering interac-
tions in multiple TPCs. To design the optimal detector,
new measurements of angular resolution as a function of
pressure in target gases of interest are needed.
In summary, we have proposed a method for measuring
previously unresolved components of Earth’s radiogenic
heating using neutrino-electron elastic scattering in low-
background direction-sensitive tracking detectors. Ac-
cording to the results of this study, the exposures needed
to access 40K, mantle and core geo-neutrinos at 95% CL
are 140 tonne-years, 2.6 ktonne-years and 200 ktonne-
years, respectively. Realization of these exposures faces
the challenge of constructing gas-filled TPCs with large
target mass that are capable of stable operation for many
years. Experiments employing high-pressure TPCs have
demonstrated the possibility of combining large target
masses with ultra-low background rates, suggesting fea-
sibility.
The measurements proposed here chart a course for
pioneering exploration of the veiled inner workings of
the Earth, with the potential to unlock important clues
about the radiogenic heating within our planet. More-
over, the required detectors, which are capable of recon-
structing the direction of low-energy particles, open sen-
sitivity to a wide range of topics and applications outside
of geophysics, including searches for CP violation in the
neutrino sector, astrophysical point sources, searches for
dark matter, nuclear reactor monitoring and nuclear non-
proliferation.
METHODS
Detector sites
The geographical coordinates and elevations used for
each of the three underground sites considered here are:
Kamioka Observatory, Japan (36.427◦ N, 137.300◦ E),
358 m above sea level; Laboratori Nazionale del Gran
Sasso (LNGS), Italy (42.450◦ N, 13.567◦ E), 936 m above
sea level; and SNOLab, Canada (46.475◦ N, -81.201◦ E),
1761 m below sea level.
Geo-neutrino flux calculation
Geophysical response maps for the near-surface reser-
voirs (i.e. all reservoirs other than the continental litho-
spheric mantle, mantle and core) are constructed at a
given location using the thicknesses and densities given
by CRUST 1.0 [15]. CRUST 1.0 provides a constant
average elevation for each 1◦×1◦ unit of surface area.
While this granularity is generally sufficient for the stud-
ies presented here, the angular distribution of geophys-
ical response for the upper continental crust does not
accurately represent observation sites located in moun-
tainous terranes, such as Gran Sasso and Kamioka. In
these cases, detailed topographic information is used to
supplement CRUST 1.0. The mountainous regions sur-
rounding the experimental site at Gran Sasso can be seen
in Fig. 3a for cos θzenith < 0.
Calculation of the geophysical response of the mantle
uses data from the Preliminary Reference Earth Model
(PREM) [16], supplemented by data from CRUST 1.0.
The main mantle volume is modeled as a spherical shell,
as defined by PREM, extending outward from the core-
mantle boundary (R = 3480 km) to about 80 km, on av-
erage, beneath the surface. Shell density decreases radi-
ally outward, except for a slight increase over the outer-
most 140 km. Sitting atop the shell and beneath oceanic
crust is a small mantle volume, which breaks the spherical
symmetry of the geophysical response at the considered
observation sites. The slight difference in elevations of
each of the sites also contributes a small amount to this
asymmetry.
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The geophysical response of the mantle is calculated
assuming that all element concentrations are homoge-
neously distributed. There is, however, experimental ev-
idence of inhomogeneities in the deep mantle. Seismolo-
gists have resolved two large structures, called large low-
shear-velocity provinces (LLSVPs) [41], off the west coast
of Africa and near Tahiti in the South Pacific, with indi-
cation that they are thermally and compositionally differ-
ent from the surrounding mantle. While these deep man-
tle structures could result in anisotropies [42] in the geo-
νe signal, particularly interesting for a direction-sensitive
detector, their size and location are not currently agreed
upon and are therefore not considered further in this pa-
per.
The geo-νe flux at a given point on the surface of the
Earth is calculated by summing each of the geophysical
response maps and multiplying by well-established val-
ues for neutrino luminosities per unit mass (g−1 s−1),
loosely constrained geochemical estimates of element
abundances in each reservoir (Table VII) and natural
abundances of the isotopes (Table VIII). The estimated
average abundances used here are generally consistent
with other published abundances [43, 44] within the
same reservoir. Geo-νe energy spectra are taken from
Enomoto [45] and shown in Fig. 8.
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FIG. 8. Predicted flux of geo-neutrinos at Kamioka.
The predicted geo-neutrino flux at Kamioka (Japan) is shown
here for decays of 238U (red long-dashed), 235U (green solid),
232Th (black dash-dotted) and 40K (blue short-dashed) as
a function of neutrino energy (MeV), not including the ef-
fect of neutrino oscillation. Flux spectra are taken from
Enomoto [45], with normalization according to Table I.
Reactor antineutrino flux calculation
Reactor positions and powers are taken from a refer-
ence worldwide reactor model [23]. Reactor powers are
averaged over 12 calendar months of data from 2014 (or
2010). Intensities of each of the 439 (or 444) contribut-
ing reactor cores are calculated at the three underground
sites assuming a spherical Earth. The total reactor-νe
flux is calculated by scaling the intensities by the aver-
age number of νes released per unit energy, then sum-
ming over all reactor cores. Assuming a flux of 6 νes and
205 MeV per fission, the average number of νes released
per unit energy [8] is 1.83× 1011 J−1.
The total estimated uncertainty on the reactor-νe flux
includes several potential sources of error: uncertainties
in the power value reported by plant operators, oscil-
lation parameters, conversion of reactor power to flux
and seasonal changes in the reactor power output due to
load requirements on the user side, refueling or long-term
shutdown. Assuming that the power output of all reac-
tors is known exactly, then the uncertainty [23] in the
flux above the inverse beta decay threshold of 1.8 MeV is
approximately 2.2-2.5%, dominated mostly by the uncer-
tainty on oscillation parameters. The added uncertainty
due to power reporting is difficult to estimate reliably
and should be studied in more detail.
While the shape of the reactor-νe spectrum is well un-
derstood above the inverse beta decay threshold, it is
less certain below this energy. Here we parameterize the
spectral probability density function of reactor νes using
the functional form [8]:
N(Eν) =
6
2.0523
e−(0.3125Eν+0.25)
2
, (2)
where Eν is in MeV. This parameterization is close to
that given in the literature [36]. A 5.5% uncertainty on
the reactor-νe energy spectrum is absorbed as a flat sys-
tematic uncertainty on the reactor-νe flux, giving a total
systematic uncertainty of 6%.
Neutrino scattering cross-section
Many experiments detect neutrinos using νe-e
− elastic
scattering [13, 20, 30, 37]. This reaction is advantageous
because it has no threshold, the maximum recoil electron
kinetic energy can be of order MeV and the direction of
the outgoing electron is well correlated with the direc-
tion of the incident neutrino (Fig. 9). The theoretical
uncertainties on the scattering cross section are at the
few-percent level; this process is therefore used to search
for new physics, e.g. anomalous neutrino magnetic mo-
ment [13]. The magnitude of the cross section [37] for
momentum transfer q is roughly σ(q) ∼ 9.2 × (q/10 MeV)
× 10−44 cm2.
Following Vogel & Engel [36], the cross section for
ν`-e
− elastic scattering is calculated in terms of the recoil
electron kinetic energy, T , and scattering angle relative
to the incident neutrino direction, χ. The scattering an-
gle depends on the incident neutrino energy Eν as
cosχ =
Eν +me
Eν
[
T
T + 2me
]1/2
, (3)
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Reservoir/Isotope U (µg/g) Th (µg/g) K (wt. %)
Upper continental crust 2.7 ± 0.6 10.5 ± 1.1 2.3 ± 0.2
Middle continental crust 1.3 ± 0.4 6.5 ± 0.5 1.9 ± 0.3
Lower continental crust 0.20 ± 0.11 1.3 ± 0.9 0.71 ± 0.28
Continental lithospheric mantle 0.045± 0.035 0.24 ± 0.19 0.04 ± 0.03
Sediment 1.7 ± 0.1 8.1 ± 0.6 1.8 ± 0.1
Oceanic crust 0.07 ± 0.02 0.21 ± 0.06 0.07 ± 0.02
Mantle (no radioactivity in core) 0.011± 0.009 0.036± 0.033 0.016± 0.013
Mantle (10 p.p.b. U, Th in core) 0.008± 0.009 0.033± 0.033 0.011± 0.013
Core 0.010 0.010 0.000
TABLE VII. Element abundances in eight geochemical reservoirs. Abundance of uranium (U), thorium (Th) and
potassium (K) in eight geochemical reservoirs, assuming a sub-crustal Earth model with a homogeneous mantle and either no
radioactivity or 10 p.p.b. U, Th in the core. Values given here are used to calculate the predicted geo-neutrino flux from the
geophysical response (see Methods). Mantle values and uncertainties are constrained using measurements by the KamLAND [4]
and Borexino [7] collaborations.
Isotope
Neutrino luminosity Natural abundance
(g−1 s−1) (%)
238U 7.46× 104 99.27
235U 3.20× 105 0.7204
232Th 1.62× 104 100.0
40K 2.31× 105 0.0117
TABLE VIII. Isotopic neutrino luminosities and natu-
ral abundances. Neutrino luminosity (g−1 s−1) and natural
abundance (%) of uranium (U), thorium (Th) and potassium
(K) radioactive isotopes. Values given here are used to cal-
culate the predicted geo-neutrino flux from the geophysical
response (see Methods).
with a maximum recoil kinetic energy given by
Tmax =
2E2ν
2Eν +me
, (4)
where me is the mass of the target electron. The differ-
ential cross section is
dσ
dT
=
G2Fme
2pi
[
(gV +x+gA)
2+(gV +x−gA)2
(
1− T
Eν
)2
+
(g2A − (gV + x)2)
meT
E2ν
]
+
piα2µ2ν
m2e
(
1
T
− 1
Eν
)
, (5)
where
gV =
{
2 sin2 θW +
1
2 , for νe
2 sin2 θW − 12 , for νµ, ντ
(6)
gA =
{
+ 12 , for νe
− 12 , for νµ, ντ
(7)
x =
√
2piα〈r2〉
3GF
, (8)
α is the strong coupling constant, GF is the Fermi
coupling constant, θW is the weak mixing angle, 〈r2〉
is the neutrino charge radius and µν is the neutrino
magnetic moment. We set the latter two constants to
zero in our calculation, consistent with experimental re-
sults [37, 46, 47] thus far. For ν, gA → −gA in equa-
tion (5). This interference between charged and neutral
currents lowers the cross section by a factor of approxi-
mately 2.4 at geo-νe energies.
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FIG. 9. Differential neutrino-electron elastic scat-
tering cross section. Cross sections are shown here versus
scattering angle (χ) for three representative neutrino energies,
Eν = 0.5, 1.5 and 5.0 MeV, integrated over the allowed kine-
matic range of electron recoil kinetic energies, 0 < T < Tmax.
Solid (dashed) lines represent incident neutrinos (antineutri-
nos). Each curve has been normalized to unit area.
Figure 9 shows the differential ν`-e
− elastic scatter-
ing cross section as a function of scattering angle, χ, for
three representative neutrino energies, Eν = 0.5, 1.5 and
5.0 MeV, integrated over the allowed kinematic range,
0 < T < Tmax. Figure 10 shows the angular distribution
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FIG. 10. Angular distribution of electron recoils induced by neutrinos. Angular distributions are calculated at Gran
Sasso (Italy) and shown here for electron recoils induced by neutrinos from (a) the Earth’s crust, (b) the Earth’s mantle, (c)
the Sun and (d) worldwide nuclear reactors. The azimuthal angle φ is measured clockwise from due North, while the zenith
angle θzenith is measured with respect to the vertical axis, defined opposite the direction pointing to the center of the Earth.
Reconstructed angles have been smeared with a Gaussian distribution according to the angular resolution parameterization
given in equation (1). An electron energy threshold of 250 keV has been applied to all distributions. All plots are normalized
to unit volume.
of electron recoils induced by neutrinos from the Earth’s
crust, the Earth’s mantle, the Sun and worldwide nuclear
power reactors, calculated at Gran Sasso, with angular
smearing according to equation (1) and electron recoil
energy T > 250 keV.
Sensitivity Analysis Method
For each contribution to the total geo-νe flux and for a
given exposure, we run a set of 1000 pseudo-experiments,
treating a single contribution as signal and all other
sources, including other geo-νes, as background. Tem-
plate distributions are constructed by simulating a large
sample (≥ 500M each) of geo-ν`, solar-ν` and reactor-ν`
events, with event times distributed randomly over the
year, according to the predicted incident angular distri-
butions shown in Fig. 3, the energy spectra from Fig. 8,
Table II and equation (2), and the scattering cross sec-
tion and kinematics presented in the previous section.
The number of events in each pseudo-experiment is fluc-
tuated according to the statistical error on the predicted
event rates from Tables IV and V and scaled to the total
exposure of the pseudo-experiment in tonne-years.
We assume a track reconstruction efficiency of 100%
for electron recoil energies T > 200 keV. This is a rea-
sonable assumption given the performance of past de-
tectors [29], provided there are sufficient measurement
points along the track. Reconstructed angles are smeared
with a Gaussian distribution according to the angular
resolution parameterization given in equation (1). This
is perhaps an overly conservative scenario since the as-
built detector would likely have finer point resolution in
the readout plane, relative to that of the MUNU detector.
We define θsun as the angular separation between the
electron recoil direction and the Sun-to-Earth vector at
a given event time. This variable is a powerful discrimi-
nant between solar-ν` and geo-ν` events since the former
mostly point parallel to the Sun (cos θsun = 1), while the
latter are distributed evenly from −1 ≤ cos θsun ≤ 1. For
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FIG. 11. Solar angular separation of electron recoils induced by neutrinos. Angular separation from the Sun (θsun)
of electron recoils induced by solar neutrinos (blue striped), geo-neutrinos (green hatched) and reactor antineutrinos (orange
weave), calculated at Gran Sasso (Italy). Pseudo-experimental data (black squares) are also shown, with their statistical errors.
Distributions are normalized to an exposure of (a) 1 ktonne-year or (b) 10 ktonne-years, including the effect of neutrino
oscillation, with an applied electron energy threshold of T > (a) 250 keV or (b) 800 keV. Pseudo-experimental data is fit using
the functional form from equation (9), with χ2/Ndof = (a) 6.64/6 and (b) 2.16/6. Reconstructed angles have been smeared
with a Gaussian distribution according to the angular resolution parameterization given in equation (1).
each of the studies described here, a cut on cos θsun is
applied in order to reject background events associated
to solar νes. Figure 11 shows the simulated θsun distri-
bution for two pseudo-experiments at Gran Sasso, scaled
to an exposure of (a) 1 ktonne-year and (b) 10 ktonne-
years, for electron recoils with energies > 250 keV and
> 800 keV, respectively. Together, the two plots illus-
trate the energy dependence of the angular spread of
recoils relative to the incident neutrino direction. The
pseudo-experimental data in this figure has been fit with
a von-Mises distribution, summed with a flat pedestal, to
describe the solar-ν` plus reactor- and geo-ν` background
contributions, respectively:
f(cos θ) = A
eκcos (θ−µ)
2piI0(κ)
+ C, (9)
where I0(κ) is the modified Bessel function of order 0 and
A, C, µ and κ are parameters of the fit. The parameters
µ and 1/κ are analogous to the mean (µ) and variance
(σ2) of a Gaussian distribution. The mean χ2/Ndof for
1000 pseudo-experiments, each scaled to an exposure of
1 ktonne-year, is 8.83/6. The results of the fit at a given
energy threshold are used to determine the precise cut
value on θsun, following an optimization of the calculated
sensitivity. The cut values used and their calculated ac-
ceptance of signal and background contributions are dis-
cussed in the main text for each of the geo-νe contribu-
tions under study.
For each set of pseudo-experiments, we assess two
statistics: (i) the level of the signal geo-νe flux that can be
excluded at 95% (90%) CL, under the hypothesis that the
data contain only background events; and (ii) the level of
the signal geo-νe flux that excludes the null hypothesis
at 95% (90%) CL, assuming that the data contain both
background and geo-νe signal. Confidence intervals are
calculated using a profile likelihood analysis, taking into
account systematic uncertainties on the measured signal
and predicted background distributions, discussed in the
main text. To assess (i), we calculate the 95% (90%)
confidence interval upper limit on the predicted geo-νe
signal, assuming that the data contain only background
events, and determine the exposure needed to achieve an
upper limit equal to the predicted signal flux. To assess
(ii), we calculate the 95% (90%) confidence interval, as-
suming that the data contain both signal and background
events, and determine the exposure at which 95% (90%)
of pseudo-experiments have a non-zero lower limit. Re-
sults have been cross-checked with the frequentist CL
(CLs, CLb) computation [48], with the profile likelihood
method chosen here performing marginally better.
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